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Update Summary 

 Waiting on final HVAC contract fixes 

o Second floor wifi setup 

o Second floor grate replacements 

o New supply grate for kitchen 

o New return grates for NE & SE rooms 

 I plan to give an overview of HVAC equipment and thermostat operations soon. 

 The Old Town Hall Door refurbishment problem has been corrected by contractor and is 

complete. 

 Looking for volunteers to spot paint N&S wainscoting and carpentry repairs. I will 

coordinate this week. An estimate of $2230.00 for all repair painting was received from 

Bruce Moniz. 

 Weed control fabric and staples need to be installed as part of the plan to control weeds 

from growing around the three outdoor condenser units.  Stone will cover this fabric. 

 We will start making the museum moving changes as soon as we finish with the 

wainscoting paint. 

 Need to seal significant door and window leaks prior to winter. 

 
Pending (No changes) 

o HCS Security has provided us estimates for upgrading our security alarm system to 

include wireless sensors.  This should be done in conjunction with the wall repairs and 

painting so that the messy wiring can be removed before we paint.   

o We also have an estimate for them to connect cutoff switches from the Fire Alarm to the 

three new air handlers. This is required for fire safety. 

o I have previously sent the HCS cost estimates for new fire and security sensors requested 

for OTH and Schoolhouse by the curators.  These new sensors work well in environments 

without heat (for OTH), and without heat and power (for the schoolhouse). 

o The annual museum and schoolhouse cleaning is due and budgeted for.  Recommend we 

wait until after HVAC repairs in October. 

o Hot water air/pressure problem:  Plumber will install high vents to automatically bleed air 

after HVAC installation. 

o Tony Rego, with state and town officials has designed for the best septic replacement 

design for PHS needs. The Principe Company has provided the design and proposal with 

Main Drain and Tony Rego installation estimate of $12,000. Both he and engineer, Steve 

Wyatt will move the new septic to the southwest side of the stone wall to provide 

clearance from the water inlet line. This update to the existing septic system is required 

NLT 2025. The present cistern will be filled in. 


